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>>>>> American Poetry Part 1: Background Information <<<<<

Task 1.  Literary Structure: American Poetry

Poetry

1. Poetry is a form of _____ that can be either ____ or ____

2. A poet's ____ ____ and the _______________________ both contribute to and affect his poetry.

3. The period in ____ during which a poety writes can also ____ his poetry.

4. Poets choose their ____ and ____ their poems with particulare care. 

Types of Poems

6. Describe the following Types of Poems

a. Narrative b. epic c. ballad d. lyric poem

Poetic Forms

8. Define  - fixed form

9. Define - blank verse

10. Define - Free verse

11. Read the poem "November" on p. 81 and answer the questions.

11.1 This poem is written in what form?

a. Fixed form b. free form c. blank verse

11.2 What type  of poem is it?

a. epic b. ballad c. narrative d. lyric

Rhyme and Rhythm

12. Define - rhythm

13. Define - rhyme

14. Define the following types of rhyme

14.1 end rhyme 14.2 slant rhyme 14.3 internal rhyme

15. What is rhyme scheme?

Language

16. Define the following terms:

16.1 diction 16.2 tone 16.3 mood 16.4 syntax

Figurative Language

17. Define - figurative language

Standards

Poetry - American Literature

Get the Passing the Georgia American Literature and Composition EOCT Workbook. Read pages79-87, then answer the 

following questions. 

7. A poet determines which ____ of poem he will write in part based upon the ____ he wishes to address in his 

poetry.

5. Poets use specific ____ to create meaningful poetry. These devices include ____, ____, and ____ ____.

ELACC11-12RL4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the 

impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or 

beautiful.

ELACC11-12L5: Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

ELACC11-12RL2: Determine two or more themes or central ideas of text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they 

interact and build on one another to produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text.

I CAN determine not only the actual meaning  but also the figurative meaning of unfamiliar words through careful, close reading of a poem.

I CAN analyze poetry and make meaning from the diction, symbolism, and figures of speech used to express a poet's meaning.

I CAN determine the theme, tone, mood, etc of a poem based on the poem itself and the background information I have read.
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>>>>> American Poetry Part 2: Poets through American history <<<<<

Task 2. Anne Bradstreet

In the RED literature book, read p. 68 - 69, then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

3. How did Bradstreet's poems get published in 1650?

Reading Focus , p. 69

6. What is the topic of the poem you are about to read?

Elements of Literature , p. 69

7. What is an INVERSION?

8. List two lines that are INVERSIONS; then rewrite them in the proper order.

9. What are some of the specific losses that Bradstreet dwells on in the first half of the poem?

Task 3. Edgar Allan Poe

In the RED literature book, read p. 260 - 262, then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

1. "The want of parental affection has been the heaviest of my trials." Why did Poe write this statement?

4. Why did he get himself dismissed from West Point?

6. Poe was a master of the ____ thriller.

8. What was Poe's purpose in creating such characters?

9. Poe produced a considerable body of work in spite of ____ poverty and a serious ____ ____. 

10. How did Poe's life end?

11. What were his last words?

Reading Focus,  p. 262.

14. Do you watch scary movies? WHY or WHY NOT?

Elements of Literature,  p. 262

15. Define - atmosphere

Simpson's version: http://www.schooltube.com/video/e850bdb733e729c582a9/The-Raven-by-Edgar-Allan-Poe 

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered weak and weary,

While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,

1.  TRUE or FALSE. - Anne Bradstreet is considered the writer who began the history of American poetry.

2. Bradstreet was influenced by William ____ and other great English poets, but what most determined the 

course of her life was not a ____ influence but a ____ one. 

4. Bradstreet is most remembered for a few ____, ____ lyrics about such things as the ____ of children, the ____ 

grandchildren, her love for her ____, her son's departure for ____, and her own ____ and ____. 

16. In the below line  from the poem, find the two words that are an example of internal rhyme  and record 

them:

17. In line (b) find the three words that are an example of alliteration and record them:

READ THE POEM "The Raven",  following along as you listen to The Simpsons version of the poem. Then answer the 

questions that follow. Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B webpage. THEN answer the following questions.

13. In which American literature time period did he write?

7. His tales of the ____ and the ____ are peopled with ____ narrators, ____ heroes, and ____ heroines. 

12. it was a ____ yet strangely ____ end ot the ____ life of a man obsessed by images of the human ____ facing 

the terrors of ____ and ____. 

READ THE POEM "Here Follow Some Verses upon the Burning of our House. July 10, 1666".  Find the poem's link on the Eng 

3B webpage OR turn to page 69-70 in the Red lit book. THEN answer the following questions.

10. Bradstreet speaks of another "house" in an extended metaphor at the end of the poem. THREE PART 

QUESTION:  1. What is this house, 2. who is its builder, and 3. how is it more perfect than the house she has lost?

5. In which American literature time period did she write?

2. What happened in his life that resulted in him running off to Boston "to make his own way in the world"?

3. His first book of poems did not make much money. What did he do in desperation to make a living?

5. After moving in with his aunt and marrying his 13-yr-old cousin Virginia, how did he support the family?
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“And the silken sad uncertain rustling of each purple curtain...” 

22. What type of narrative poem is this - lyric, ballad, or epic? Explain how you know.

Task 4. Walt Whitman & Emily Dickinson: The 2 Greatest American Poets of the 19th Century

In the RED literature book, read p. 342 - 346, then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

The following information should be included on your chart:

* worked with bold strokes * private and shy * career as a poet began after death

* broad canvas * spokesman of the masses * aimed for larger, overall picture

* delicacy of miniatures * prophet of progress * always searching for the one right phrase

* secluded * observer of people * obscure homebody

* no thought of an audience * economical technique * expected nothing but oblivion

* "letter to the World" * careless with repetition * poetry as public speech

* extravagant with words * strained to catalog everything in sight

* technique based on cadence * wrote with precision of a diamond cutter

* meticulous word choice * aimed to evoke the feeling of things

* poetry as private observation * model for 20th century poets

* sociable and gregarious * published 1st book of poems at his own expense

* a traveler * neat stanzas controlled by the demands of rhyme and meter

* observer of life's daily activities * expected poems to be carried like a message into the future

2. In which American literature time period did Dickinson and Whitman write?

3. Stanza 5  is like a riddle … what is the nearly buried house? 

5. Identify the type of poem this is:

a. blank, fixed or free form

b. narrative, epic, lyric, or ballad

21. Many readers take the Raven as a symbol - it functions as a real raven in the poem, but it also has a broader, 

figurative meaning. What, in your opinion, does the Raven symbolize? Why do you suppose Poe chose a raven to 

carry this meaning rather than a chicken, hawk or other bird?

1. Think about this: Whitman is not really referring to actual work songs from each of these trades; instead, he 

seems to be hinting at something more subtle. What do you think this poem is REALLY about?

1. Create a chart ON COPY PAPER or POSTER to compare/contrast Whitman and Dickinson. Your chart should look 

something like the below example.

READ DICKINSON'S POEM "The Chariot." Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B webpage. THEN answer the following questions.

4. Do you think the concluding stanza introduces a tone of terror because the speaker has suddenly realized she 

will ride on forever, conscious of being dead? OR is the poem really an expression of trust and even triumph. 

Explain your answer. 

1. If you were going to personify Death, would Death be like it is described in this poem? Why or why not?

18. In this line find two words that are an example of assonance and record them:

20. Do you think there really was a raven in the speaker's chambers? Why or why not? What is your 

19. How would you describe the atmosphere created by the setting? Which images or words in the beginning of 

the poem create this atmosphere? 

Whitman Similarities Dickinson

2. What three things do the riders pass in stanza 3? What do yo think the sun passing the carriage (stanza 4) 

signifies?

READ WHITMAN'S POEM "America." Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B webpage. THEN answer the following questions.
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Task 5. Robert Frost

In the RED literature book, read p. 558 - 560, then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

2. Why did his family move to Massachessets when he was 10?

5. How many Pulitzer Prizes did he win?

6. For whose inauguration did he recite the poem "The Gift Outright"?

1. Identify four specific things in the poem that cannot, or did not, "stay."

2. Think what the first buds of leaves look like in spring; then explain what line 1 means. 

3. What differing ideas might "gold" symbolize in the poem? Why can't gold stay - or do you disagree?

4. Literary terms

Alliteration - write two lines that uses alliteration

Slant rhyme - write the one set of lines that uses slant rhyme

Task 6. Langston Hughes

In the RED literature book, read p.760 - 761, then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

1. How was Langston Hughes discovered?

3. Answer the following questions about Hughes:

3.1 Languages spoken besides English (two)

3.2 Countries lived/visited besides USA (four)

3.3 How many did he write?

a. volumes of poetry? c. books of short stories?

b. novels? d. plays?

4. Why were Walt Whitman and Carl Sandburg the most important influences on his poetry?

6. He said that his work was an attempt to "_______________________________________."

Reading Focus,  p. 764

10. In which American literature time period did he write?

1. Although Robert Frost is the poet whom Americans most closely identify with ____ ____, he was born in ____, 

____. 

2. Hughes is quoted as follows, "Perhaps the mission of an artist is to interpret beauty to the people…" What do 

YOU think he meant by that?

5. hughes celebrated the experiences of ____ ____, often using ____ rhythms and the ____ structure of the ____ 

in his poems.

2. A feeling of acceptance, even of contentment, runs throughout the sounds of these many voices. Considering 

the long hours, small pay, and hard, back-breaking work of the 19th century, would you say Whitman is 

romanticizing (idealizing) their lot? In other words, do you think everyone in the trades mentioned was content 

and accepting of his/her circumstances? Explain your answer, using specific references to lines from the poem.

3. What kinds of singing might Whitman hear if he were alive today? Think of at least three examples. Would 

these songs be the same or different from the ones he writes about? Describe how they would be the same or 

different. 

9. He was an artist who developed his ____ with stubborn ____, and he created a ____ voice that remained 

unaffected by the clamor of ____. 

READ THE POEM "Nothing Gold Can Stay."  Then answer the questions that follow. Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B 

webpage. THEN answer the following questions.

8. In a period when poetry was being changed by ____ experiment and by ____ influences from ____, Frost 

remained devoted to ____ forms. 

3. As an adult, Frost did several things to earn a living before his poetry began to make him money. Name at least 

THREE things he did. 

4. After moving to England, Frost completed two volumes of poetry, which turned him into an accomplished, well-

known poet. These poems were marked by a  ____ realism and an impressive mastery of ____ rhythm, ____ 

dialogue, and the ____ monologue.

7. Frost's art with words brought him not only the friendship of a ____, but also the largest single ____ in history 

for a  ____ up until that time. 
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8. In which time period is the poem "Harlem" (p. 764) set?

Elements of Literature,  p. 764

3. What tone does the repetition of the word "remember" create?

5. Identify the type of poem this is:

a. blank, fixed or free form

b. narrative, epic, lyric, or ballad

Task 7. Sylvia Plath

In the RED literature book, read p. 1148 - 1149,  then answer the questions that follow ON YOUR OWN PAPER.

1. What did Sylvia Plath believe to be the reason for her emotional suffering as an adult?

2. How old was she when she first published a poem?

3. How many rejection slips did she get from Seventeen  magazine before they published one of her stories?

5. What types of treatment did she receive?

6. What is the name of her famous autobiographical novel?

7. List the characteristics of each of the following books of  poems in a chart similar to the one below. 

8. How and when did Sylvia Plath die?

Reading Focus,  p. 1149.

Elements of Literature,  p. 1149

1. Define personification

2. At its heart, personification is a type of ____ in which two ____ things are ____. 

1. Who (or what) is the speaker of the poem?

2. What qualities does the speaker claim to possess?

3. What does the speaker imply by saying "the eye of the little god" (line 5)?

5. Identify the type of poem this is:

a. blank, fixed or free form

b. narrative, epic, lyric, or ballad

Task 8. Final Exam Project Slides for this unit

Colossus Ariel

4. She spent a summer as a guest editor for Mademoiselle magazine. What  things happened to her at the end of 

that summer?

1. Read the paragraph carefully then answer this question: What might a mirror - "silver and exact" - think fo the 

person peering into it?

READ THE POEM "Mirror." Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B webpage OR in the RED LITERATURE BOOK on p. 1149. Then 

answer the questions that follow. THEN answer the following questions.

The Final Exam Project consists of a Power Point presentation that reflects upon each unit you complete for this course. As 

you complete each unit in this course, you will add to the Final Exam Project so that it will be complete when you finish up 

the last unit in the course. 

2. THREE PART QUESTION.  Look for signs of the speaker's emotional state. 1) Is he angry, amused, baffled? 2) Is 

he more than one of these? 3)Write down words or phrases from the poem that prove your answers. 

1. What are the specific hardships and injustices that the people of Harlem remember, according to the speaker 

in the poem?

7. Harlem Renaissance writers created many poems that were responses to the ____ of ____ that pervaded the 

lives of ____ residents.

9. This period was a time when even a ___-cent increase in the price of bread could be ____, when being ___ and 

___ meant that there were limited ____. 

10. ____ is the attitude a writer takes toward the subject of a ____ ____, the ____ or ____ in it, or the ____ it is 

directed to. 

READ THE POEM "Harlem". Find the poem's link on the Eng 3B webpage OR in the RED LITERATURE BOOK on p. 764. Then 

answer the questions that follow. THEN answer the following questions.

11. In which American literature time period did he write?
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1. Open your Final Exam Project that you started in the Basics Unit

2. Scroll to the last page of the project

4. In the slide title bar, type the name of the unit (see example)

5. For each task you will include the FIVE following things

a. GRAMMAR b. LITERATURE c. WRITING d. CRITICAL THINKING

Task 9. Grade Yourself

1. Get a blank  standards-based rubric from your teacher 

5.) WHAT I LEARNED Tell what you learned in each activity/assignment. 

2. Write each "I Can…" statement from the Standards chart in a separate box.

3. Then rate yourself as to how well you mastered each "I Can…" statement.

4. Bring all your work & the completed rubric to your teacher to discuss your work & your grade.

3. At the top menu bar, select the NEW SLIDE icon to create a new 

blank slide

NOTE: You will have ONE task PER slide.

1.) TASK.  Name the task (see example at right)

2.) PURPOSE. Tell the purpose of each TASK. NOTE: This may or may not be stated directly on 

your syllabus … you might have to INFER (gasp!) what the purpose is.

3.) "I CAN" statement. For each TASK  completed, list the "I Can" statements that address the 

activity. (NOTE: you might have to figure this one out for yourself (or ask your teacher!!)

4.) ADDRESSED. Tell whether each activity/assignment address one or more of the following:
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